Hope welkoms class of 2013
Orientation Weekend kicks off a new stage in life for hundreds of talented students

Lindsey Bandy
Campus Co-Editor

On Aug. 28, there was a buzz on campus as Hope College welcomed the class of 2013 into the Dutchman family. Over 800 freshmen and 65 transfer students participated in Orientation weekend events. At 10 a.m., close to 160 Orientation assistants lined the streets in front of residence halls eagerly waiting to unload cars full of lofts, bedding and other essentials to make Hope a home for these new students.

Chelsea Grainer ('13) said, "Having the OA leaders move our stuff into our rooms was super fun to meet other new students, and if you were having a bad day, her smile was infectious. You couldn't be in a better mood after spending time with her. She was a motivator."

Team member Danielle Wel-ley ('10) added, "She always had a smile on her face, and even if you were a different school were super nervous when I told them about it."

The weekend was packed with several activities planned to help not only the new students, but also their families to get acclimated with campus. For the class of 2013, it was very helpful to meet other new students, which helped to ease the anxieties of such a significant event in their lives.

The first event was the Orientation Extravaganza "Do You Remember Being a Fifth Grader?" which took place in Dimnent Chapel Friday night. Other events ranged from meeting in the smaller Orientation groups multiple times to new student seminars. In these seminars, students had the opportunity to meet with professors and students who are interested in similar academic pursuits. Megan Skinner ('13) said, "I liked that there were students from all different dorms so you can meet people from all over campus!"

One of the favorite events, like every year, was the Playfair that took place on Saturday night in the Dow. Students participated in multiple high-energy, goofy icebreakers with their entire class—something many colleges are not able to boast.

Jess Frey ('13) said, "The Playfair was a really good way to meet a lot of people in a very short amount of time, and although it was awkward at times, it was extremely necessary and very fun!"

Playfair was followed by a Cool Beans Coffeehouse event in the Kletz with musical entertainment provided by Derek James. The Coffeehouse replaced the Luau that has taken place in the past. Although the majority of the weekend felt like a whirlwind, months of preparation preceded the event. Orientation Directors Caitlin Gardner ('10) and Jenny Johnston ('10) spent the entire summer on Hope's campus planning every detail of the event under the supervision of Ellen Awar, director of Student Life, and Shauna Morin, associate director of Student Life/Activities.

"It has been so amazing to see this entire weekend unfold before our eyes. Caitlin and I, with the help of Shauna and Ellen started planning in May, and to actually see it all play out this weekend has been incredible."

Karen Page, leader, mentor and Hope College women's tennis coach for 12 seasons, lost her life to cancer on July 3. (Coach Page) was a woman who fought every battle with spirit and pride, whether that was her battle against cancer, or a battle on the tennis court. She not only made us better tennis players, but she also made us better people," said Hope tennis player Marissa Kooyers ('10).

Team member Danielle Well-ley ('10) added, "She always had a smile on her face, and even if you were having a bad day, her smile was infectious. You couldn't be in a better mood after spending time with her. She was a motivator."

Serving as both the director of Hope's DeWitt Tennis Center and assistant manager of the Hope Tennis Academy, Page surrounded herself by the sport she loved. "She always cared for and had concern for each and every one of her players. If you were in her life, you were treated as the most special person in the world," said Hope tennis player Elizabeth Ol-son ('10).

"I think Coach Page deserves every bit of attention and respect she has been given from the college and the community because of what an amazing inspiration and role model she was to every-one who knew her," Kooyers said.

Page coached four Hope women's tennis teams to the MIAA conference championship, with three of those teams receiving bids in the NCAA tournament. She earned the distinguished service award by the Western Michigan Tennis Coaches Association Hall of Fame.
June flood incurs costly damages

Katy Matejka

Around 8 p.m. on Friday, June 19, dark clouds rolled into the Holland area as the Hope Summer Repertory Theatre’s opening production began.

Throughout the show, loud claps of thunder could be heard, and when the show concluded, Matthew D’Oyly, the assistant producing director, requested that audience members remain in the building. During the few hours of the play, the area outside had become a flood zone that had wiped away access to many streets in Holland, including Lincoln Avenue between 16th and 24th Streets.

In total, 6.8 inches of rain fell in five hours—4.3 inches in the first hour alone. The downpour washed out roads, flooded buildings and lifted manhole covers off in some areas. At Tulip City Airport, gusts of more than 50 mph were reported. And at Hope College, the Physical Plant jumped into action.

The Schaap Science Center, Hope-Geneva Bookstore, DeWitt Tennis Center, and the DePre Art Center sustained the most damages. In both the Science Center and Tennis Center there was an estimated three feet of flood water and mud. In the end, more than $1 million in damages occurred across campus, most of which was covered by insurance.

Jerry Rademaker, Physical Plant director, acknowledged that the damage on campus could have been much worse.

“The north side custodial team saved Dykstra. They worked all night moving furniture and vacuuming up water,” Rademaker said.

That team is led by Susan Volkers. There were also custodial teams on site in the DeWitt Center, which prevented the damage from spreading into the Kletz dining area.

Students working for the Physical Plant helped evacuate valuable items from the Science Center and assisted with the subsequent clean up. New carpet was installed in several areas around campus, and many will notice the new look of the Hope-Geneva Bookstore, which was forced to close for several weeks due to repairs.

Rademaker, who has been at Hope for 15 years, said he had never seen anything like it. Dehumidifiers and fans ran across campus causing electricity usage to soar and forcing the Holland Board of Public Works to ask the college to lower its electricity usage as the city circuits reached overload status.

Later in the weekend, the Grand River levels continued to rise making the flooding worse. In Ionia, at the B-93 Birthday Bash Music Festival, 1,400 cars were stranded or damaged by the sudden rise in water levels.

Ottawa County estimated $5.5 million in public damages as well as $32 million in private damages. Despite the high repair costs, the damage still fell about $13 million short of being declared a state of emergency, which would have opened the door for federal relief aid. Several area residents filed claims stating that the Board of Public Works did not do enough to prevent the flooding.

Ottawa County Drain Commissioner Paul Greelings said that the flooding was partially a result of an outdated drainage system, but city manager Soren Wolf said that no matter what system had been in place, “There is nothing that would have taken these kinds of rains.”
Much ado about the swine flu

Hope College takes strides to prepare for a possible outbreak of the H1N1 virus on campus

Amanda Gernentz
Students' Section

Like college campuses all across the country, Hope College is preparing for a possible outbreak of H1N1, formerly known as swine flu, as classes began on Tuesday.

Because students on a residential campus like Hope live in such close quarters, the chances of an illness spreading quickly from student to student is increased.

Hope is treating this situation with every possible caution, because the Center for Disease Control has concluded that "novel H1N1 has caused greater disease burden in people younger than 25 years of age."

This is unique to this strand of influenza, as influenza usually affects people aged 65 and older more severely.

On Monday, Aug. 24, officials at Hope College sent an e-mail to all students and parents detailing the precautions that are being taken in order to prevent serious illness on the campus.

The CDC also recommends increasing "social distance" in the classrooms to at least six feet between students, but that probably will not be feasible given the resources available on campus.

In order to decrease the chances of students getting this illness, Hope is asking students to practice good hygiene and to wash their hands frequently with warm water and soap.

There will also be hand sanitizing stations around campus.

The CDC also suggests that "high traffic" areas in common areas, such as storage knobs, tables, countertops and bathrooms become clean and sanitized frequently, because this virus can live for up to eight hours on hard surfaces.

The college recommends self-isolation to any student who gets sick and advises rest and fluids. This will allow the student's body to recuperate, and will also prevent others from catching the virus.

Self-isolation is an important part of preventing an outbreak, so if a student gets sick, he or she should not attend class, meals or any other campus activities.

Hope is also asking that sick students notify their RAs, professors and academic advisors and avoid going to the health center unless symptoms get progressively worse.

A vaccine is in the works and will be available later in the fall. Since students are at a greater risk, they may receive priority for getting vaccinated.

Editorial

A tribute to the last Kennedy brother

Sen. Edward M. Kennedy died at the age of 77 after losing his battle to brain cancer

Emma Biagioni
National Co-Editor

On Aug. 25, America saw a historical era come to an end.

Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, the third longest serving senator in U.S. history, has been reelected nine times and serving almost 50 years. In the Senate, his work reflected a range of issues, but he was most unwaveringly devoted to advancing health care reform.

His influence will not disappear without his presence.
Eco-friendly artist on display at DePree

TRANSFORMING THE MIND—Michael Ferris’s exhibit, as reflected in the first drawing they aid in resolving formal issues such as form, pattern, scale, et cetera. Each sculpture in the exhibit is a bust or head of an individual. Hair, facial expressions, and facial features vary between sculptures, but each one is created from the same material – recycled wood pieces and acrylic painted grout. Ferris first started using recycled wood 15 years ago to save money, but now continues the unique practice.

“I have never been able to make work based on someone else’s broad theory of contemporary art. My work is about the individual.” By titling each painting with a specific name, such as “Maria” and “Vincent,” the paintings have a life of their own. Heath believes Ferris tries to connect the inner person with the exterior.

“Ferris plays with different ways of seeing the person until one’s personality comes forth. Ferris looks beyond their visage and looks at their personality. He captures individuality, Heath said.”

Ferris’s brightly patterned drawings are similar in style to his richly textured sculptures. Ferris explains through his artist’s statement, “My drawings generate ideas for my dimensional works. In addition to helping me explore the conceptual aspects of sculpture, ferris explained, “I think about the particular individual when I am making a piece. My thoughts on who my subject is has a direct effect on what form the piece takes. Art, for me, is a personal experience.”
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Meet The Anchor Staff

(From left) Features- Brennigan Gilson ('10), & Ayanfe Olomude ('11), Arts- Annelise Belmonte ('12) & Lindsey Wolf ('12)

(From left) Graphics- Kristen Mulder ('10), Voices- Jolene Jeske ('11), Copy- Sunkyo Hong ('10) & Jordan Watters ('12), Photos- Ann Green ('10)

(From left) Sports- Bethany Stripp ('12) & Chris O'Brien ('12), National- Emma Biagioni ('11) & Eric Anderson ('10), Campus- Lindsey Bandy ('12) & Rob Guimond ('11)

Things to Remember:
- We’re always looking for new writers! If you’re interested, contact us at anchor@hope.edu or stop by our office located on the first floor of Martha Miller.
- You can pick up a copy of The Anchor in almost every academic department and dormitory!

Karen loves sports and dreams of working for ESPN magazine or Sports Illustrated.
* Sunkyo once dreamed of becoming a chef, so perhaps will cook up a literary concoction with his English major.
* Emily is a passionately optimistic idealist. She hopes that going green never goes out of style.
* Webmaster James Nichols (not pictured) has a dog named Gator.
* Lindsey has very impressive ninja skills.
* Annadise thoroughly intends to figure out the secret to the tilt-a-whirl.
* Jolene loves running in the rain and munching on peanut butter, honey, and granola sandwiches!
* Ann most enjoys soy chai lattes, everything GREEN and things kiwi.

Photos by Ann Green ('10) Graphics by Kristen Mulder ('10)
We love words. Words are awesome; they created the universe. Naturally, words have the power to be powerfully problematic. The Anchor is full of words: some are funny, some are controversial and some fill the space in between. Every word matters, though.

In the history of The Anchor, there have been several controversial words written. And by controversial, we mean they got people talking. Sometimes the conversation was positive and full of grace. Other times the back-and-forth led to division and misunderstanding.

We want to be truthful with our words. As journalists, we seek out the events and issues relevant to our community of readers. We desire to keep readers informed, interested and introspective. We never aim to offend or attack or oppress. We want to listen to every voice because opinions, experiences and perspectives matter. Publications should represent the wonderfully diverse world, relaying a message that validates differences. Hope is a Christian college; it has specific values and beliefs. The student body, however, cannot be summarized in a mission statement or a core statement of beliefs. We hope to display Hope students being alive and moving as they feel inspired. There is a spectrum of ways in which the Hope community is excellent.

Many times, the community is reading the same page, and those moments are full of productivity and understanding. Some times, the community members are reading entirely separate sections, and these moments are full of learning and growing through expansion.

The Anchor does not need to pull everyone to the same page, but we hope it does pull its readers to information, stories and ideas that engage them and keep them aware of the whole community.

This is not Emily and Karen’s newspaper; nor is it the paper of the section editors or those who write the articles each week. It is the paper of the students body. We strive to cover topics that students can relate to and get excited about. If a student wants to change the look or content of the paper, we want to encourage that person to do so. We want to make graphics. If something you read in the paper elicits a response, write a letter to the editor, because that is what we look forward to each week and because your input is invaluable.

We are excited for this school year. We cannot foresee the major news stories, but we will, to the best of our abilities, be fair and relevant. We will not cover every athletic event, gallery opening or canned food drive, but we will be objective and observant.

At the end of the day, we are fallible, and sometimes, our words will frustrate you. But our deepest desire is to give every student a voice.

Karen and Emily love The Anchor staff without reserve. Bless you.

Karen Patterson and Emily West
Co-Editors-in-Chief

With a whistle of the engines and a sudden lurch forward and up, Swiss Air Flight 009 disconnects from the Chicago runway, lifting me into the purple evening sky. Behind me, the distance grows with every second from friends and family whom I will dearly miss. A heartfelt embrace, tears goodbye and well wishes are my last memories of home Christmas.

I will spend these next few months abroad in Europe, where I will be studying the French language and international studies, while conducting an independent study project in Switzerland. First, I have arranged for a weekend vacation in France — this way I can have some time to myself before the end of my summer and my return to academia.

So far, this week in France is proving to be an opportunity for a lifetime — there are so many things to see and experience: from the on-the-hour spining brilliance of the nighttime Eiffel Tower to the impressionist masterpieces hanging by the dozen in the Musée d’Orsay to the stunning styles and playful, flirtatious nature of Parisian women reveling in the spectacle that Paris is.

I arrived in Paris on Wednesday last week, and I am writing this entry from a café alongside the Seine River, enjoying the after-dinner glow of an excellent meal and the calming aromatic scent of my remaining Merlot. Families of curious tourists, indifferent locals in a hurry to get home, a few street performers and handholding couples lost in the romanticism of the evening make up the passing crowds. French, Italian, English and many other languages mingle into an international conversation of indistinguishable origin.

In a few days, I will begin the first day of my study abroad program, marking the one-week anniversary of my being abroad. This is the first time I have ever left the North American continent, and though the distance is all too palpable, the constant excitement and the never-ending distractions keep me from an overwhelming nostalgia for the simplicity of home.

Tonight, as the evening ages gracefully and the setting sun reminds me of today’s adventures, my mind wanders towards tomorrow’s destinations and over which new memories I’ll muse next evening. Whatever lies in store for me and my many friends also abroad, we find those memories of home weighing on our minds and hearts. We choose to revel in each new experience, each new opportunity, and each moment of learning, knowing that each and every day spent someplace new will be one spent well.

Kevin is in Switzerland, the land of watches, cows and mountains, until December.

Kevin Souby
Columnist

The comforts of France

The foreign journey

Getting ready for the business world?

The Anchor is looking for an Assistant Business Manager for Fall 2009 - Spring 2010! This is a great way to get experience in Business!

INTERESTED?
Contact Troy Page, Anchor Business Manager, at tpage@parketsys.com or by September 14.
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Graces & Peace
Grace Olson
Columnist

Summer’s wake

By the time this paper lands inked, pressed and in your hands, I’ll be halfway through King Lear or the first chapter of my art history textbook and anticipating next week’s homework. But, right now, I can’t resist looking back from the rising crest of September to admire the wake of summer.

On occasions like these, I turn introspective, reflecting in the way that St. Ignatius, a 16th century Spanish priest, instructed his monks. He asked them to pray the “examen,” a contemplative prayer practice, which involves mentally scanning through your day and identifying two moments: the consolation—the moment you feel most alive, alert, and connected—and, the desolation—a point of disconnected dissonance, or lifelessness. Then you hold each moment like an infant, delighting in the consolation and being atención to its grace, and being attentive to the desolation.

What would it look like to practice St. Ignatius’ examen on the whole of my summer? As I unwind the reel of the past months, which days seem particularly desolate? I can put my finger on one: when my younger sister came to visit me in Holland, I had imagined a carefree week of leisurely breakfasts, evenings at the beach and her exploring Holland as I went to work. But the trip fell flat. The days I had planned to dedicate to her turned busy, she stayed in; I snapped at her; she told me that I was treating her like a child and that she wanted to go home.

Only after she left did I realize my impossible expectations for her: to be as independent as a college senior in a town unfamiliar to her, and essentially to be me, when she is, in fact, her own person.

Although the visit seemed disastrous, we’ve been charitable toward ourselves and toward each other, trying to comprehend our shifting roles as grown-up sisters.

But the summer’s consolations far outweigh that desolation. From the day in May when the neighbor girls picked white flowers to decorate my hair for pretend weddings to the August evenings when my lap contained the astonishingly compact life of baby Trygve Johnson.

I can name infinite consolations: mincing a jalapeño from my garden, slicing into the audaciously pink heart of a beet, watching lightning web across the sky, joining a church whose elders reserve the right to accept or reject any advertising.
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It is a secret code to the first place where the soul resides, the place of the spirit before the body is. But, there is no need to worry. While a select few may honestly never forget a name, the rest of us spend the first couple weeks covering up our memory lapses as well as we can, all wishing we had a more efficient hippocampus (obscure but essential: neuroscience reference—don’t worry about it). For freshmen, sophomores and even upperclassmen, there is a secret code to the first week of school conversations.

Here it is:

“Hey, Mark, good to see you, man!”

Yeah, that’s right, I did just call you the name that I thought you were, and it might be wrong, but I’m gonna stick with it.

So, whatever strategy it is that you use, just remember that if you don’t learn a name during the first week of school, you will still have time to figure it out before the same time next year.

Chris wants 3-5 good days at the beach...before winter.

Karengi: you can do this.
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SPORTS

Soccer stadium nears completion

Friday Sept. 4
Women’s Soccer vs. UM-Dearborn at 2 p.m.
Men’s Soccer vs. Goshen at 4 p.m.

Saturday Sept. 5
Cross Country Vandercook Invitational at Ridge Point Church at 10:30 a.m.

Women’s Soccer vs. Elmhurst at noon
Men’s Soccer vs. Wilmington at 2 p.m.

Tuesday Sept. 8
Volleyball vs. Alma at 6:30 p.m.

IN BRIEF

ATHLETIC STAFF CHANGES

Several staff changes happened during the summer in the athletic department. Eva Dean, chapter officer and Tim Schoonveld have been named co-athletic directors, filling the space left by Ray Smith’s retirement. Brian Dylkuizen is the new head athletic trainer, replacing Kirk Bru. Brumels is the new director of the athletic program. Greg Stafford will be the new head women's golf coach, and Nate Price has been named women's tennis coach.

BASKETBALL POETRY

Jack Ridl, professor emeritus of English at Hope, will release a collection of basketball poems titled “Lost Season” in September. The poems follow a fictional high school basketball team from “First Cut” to “Last Game” from the points of view of the coaches, players, fans and families. Ridl is the son of basketball coach C.G. “Buzz” Ridl, the former coach of the son of basketball coach C.G. “Buzz” Ridl, the former coach of the University of Pittsburgh and Westminster College. Ridl has written several sports-related poems and essays, and in 2007 was recognized by the Institute for International Sport as one of the 100 most influential sports educators in America. “Lost Season” will be available in the Hope-Geneva Bookstore and other area bookstores.

For more information, visit http://rdl.williamscollege.com

Chris O’Brien

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

The men’s and women’s soccer teams at Hope College have experienced great success in the last eight seasons. The women’s team has won two conference championships and is coming off of a 13-6-1 record from last season.

The men’s team has posted a 121-36-12 record since 2000, winning four conference championships and appearing four times in the NCAA Division III playoffs. The men’s team returns 19 players from last year’s team that posted a 14-2-4 record.

Amongst this great success has been one problem: lack of comfortable seating at home games. Fans who arrive early cram themselves into a couple of bleachers, while the rest of the fans watch the game standing behind a fence. By Oct. 17, this problem will be no more.

An announcement was made on April 29 that construction of a new, world-class soccer stadium would begin on the site of the Van Achterse Avenue, next to the current stadium’s location.

The stadium was projected to cost $3.5 million, but was rumored to be funded largely in part by one donor. Two days later at the groundbreaking ceremony, it was revealed that David and Carol Van Andel were donating $3 million from the David & Carol Van Andel Foundation toward the stadium. Construction then began on the new Van Andel Soccer Stadium.

The Van Andel Stadium will seat approximately 1,400 fans in stadium-style and bleacher seating. The field will have artificial turf, and the stadium will have lights for night games. There will also be two high quality locker rooms and a meeting room for the visiting teams.

Along with being the location for Hope soccer home games, Van Andel stadium will also serve as a site for Holland’s area sports teams and recreation.

The women’s team plays UM-Dearborn at 2 p.m. Friday at the current soccer stadium.

The men’s soccer team will follow the Flying Dutch on Friday with the Opponent Exchange Classic, starting at 4 p.m.

Volleyball team receives national pre-season attention

Bethany Stripp

SPORTS EDITOR

Though Hope College’s volleyball team will not start its season until Labor Day weekend, it has already received national attention from the American Volleyball Coaches Association.

In their pre-season poll, the AVCA ranked the Flying Dutch 22nd out of all NCAA Division III teams.

This recognition is helping the team motivate itself for the upcoming season.

“It’s always an honor to get ranked nationally and 22nd is quite an achievement,” varsity co-captain Teresa Borst (’10) said, “but a national ranking is something that has to be backed up on the court. We have to work hard and have a successful season to prove to everyone why we are ranked.”

Last season, the volleyball team captured the MIAA title for the first time in three years, going 15-6 in conference play and 26-7 overall.

While the team hopes to build on that success this year, they know it won’t always be easy.

“When you’re on a team that has a history of success, it’s almost as if you have a target on your back,” Borst said.

“Other teams see you as their biggest rival. At times, it’s tough, but I think we have a team this year that is ready to take on that challenge.”

The team has high goals for the season, including winning the MIAA championship and qualifying for the NCAA tournament.

Though those are their ultimate goals, they know that it is important not to think too far ahead in the mean time.

“Our goal for the season is always to take it day by day,” Borst said. “We step into practice everyday looking to better our team mates.”

“This year we are very deep, we have a lot of talent on our team, so hopefully this will be the year where we make it far into the NCAA tournament.”

Nine members of last year’s NCAA tournament qualifying team will be back this season.

Borst and Andrea Helminiak (‘10) will lead the team as co-captains.

Helminiak and middle hitter Kara VandeGuchte (‘11) both received All-MIAA first team honors last year and returning outside hitter Cassidy Bullis (’11) received second team All-MIAA honors.

Helminiak and VandeGuchte also received all-region recognition from the AVCA for the 2008 season.

Three new freshmen and sophomore transfer Jacie Fiedler round out the 2009 team.

The Flying Dutch will begin their season at the Bears Classic hosted by Washington University in St. Louis against Webster University on Sept. 4.

The home opener will take place on Tuesday, Sept. 8, against Alma at 6:30 p.m. in DeVos Fieldhouse.

Chris O’Brien

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

The 2009 season marks the 100th season of football at Hope College. The entire season will be a celebration of this anniversary.

Hope returns eight starters on an offense that averaged nearly 30 points per game. On defense, they will also bring back as many as eight starters.

100 The 2009 season marks the 100th season of football at Hope College. The entire season will be a celebration of this anniversary.

10-10 Oct. 10 marks the Homecoming Game Celebration. The Dutchmen will take on the Britons of Albion at 2 p.m. at the Holland Municipal Stadium.

6 Hope plays Wheaton College, who finished in the final four last year and is ranked number six in the pre-season poll this year.

4 The Dutchmen have four senior captains: Chris Batterbee, Brett Cain, David DeBoer, and Andy Johannsen.

12 “We had an off year last year and nobody on our team is happy about it,” Coach Dean Kreps said. “Our guys have worked extremely hard over the past nine months. I think we are a better team today than we were 12 months ago.”
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